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OutlineOutline

Introduction Introduction 
-- FAO/IEA Bioenergy T31 collaborationFAO/IEA Bioenergy T31 collaboration
-- Chapter 3 objectives and structure Chapter 3 objectives and structure 

Examples of issues and mitigationsExamples of issues and mitigations
Criteria and indicatorsCriteria and indicators
Where to go from hereWhere to go from here
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FAO/IEA Bioenergy T31 CollaborationFAO/IEA Bioenergy T31 Collaboration

Joint project on certification of woodfuel Joint project on certification of woodfuel 
production systemsproduction systems
Global focusGlobal focus
Objective: To evaluate criteria and indicators Objective: To evaluate criteria and indicators 
applicable to forest fuel production systemsapplicable to forest fuel production systems
Why certification?Why certification?

--public demandpublic demand
-- 33rdrd party auditparty audit

National standardsNational standards

(Source: www.womenaid.org)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Publication consisting of 7 chapters and a series of case studies to analyze local situations, particularly in developing countries
Chapters cover woodfuel supply sources, current certification systems, impacts of charcoal production, economic, social environmental and legal aspects of woodfuel production

FAO focus on developing countries - relevance to their rural and resource management improvement programs

Certification: - increasing concern over forest resource
                   - increasing public demand for products from sustainably managed forests
                   - increased demand for green energy
EUGENE (European Green Electricity Network), a green energy labelling network, defines green energy products as those “that clearly reduce environmental impacts of energy generation”
 - this needs to involve the entire supply chain, including procurement of the energy source.  In the case of bioenergy from forest resources, if bioenergy producers wish to seek green energy certification, they need to pay close attention to what’s going on at the forest level to ensure that feedstock procurements are done in a sustainable manner with reduced impact
Third party certification is one way to ensure that standards for sustainable forest management are followed during woodfuel production and harvesting
Certification of feedstock from sustainably managed forests and green energy certification are not only a way to ensure that feedstock productivity is maintained for generations to come, while protecting other forest ecosystem values and addressing public concerns, but certification can offer a price premium to producers as well
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Chapter 3: Environmental impacts of Chapter 3: Environmental impacts of 
woodfuel harvestingwoodfuel harvesting

Focus is on potential Focus is on potential 
ecological impacts at the ecological impacts at the 
forest levelforest level
Objectives:Objectives:

-- identify impactsidentify impacts
-- provide guidelinesprovide guidelines
-- advance certificationadvance certification

(Source: USDA)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Our goal is provide a thorough examination of potential ecological impacts of woodfuel production systems, including a set of PCIV to provide standards for sustainable biomass harvesting, a selection of environmental issues that need to be addressed to meet these standards, and a sample of possible mitigation techniques that can be used by forest managers and operators to increase the sustainability of their operations. 

This is the first time a global set of C&I for sustainable forest management geared specifically towards biomass production for bioenergy has been devised.  In previous discussions on the potential for C&I and certification systems to ensure sustainable forest fuel production systems, it’s been assumed that existing sets are good enough.  But when possible impacts are identified, it’s clear that additional C&I would be required for effective certification
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Structure of the chapterStructure of the chapter

Six tables summarizing ecological issuesSix tables summarizing ecological issues
Table of mitigation practicesTable of mitigation practices
Complete set of C&I for sustainable forest Complete set of C&I for sustainable forest 
fuel production systemsfuel production systems
Strategies for adoption and monitoringStrategies for adoption and monitoring
Adaptive Forest Management FrameworkAdaptive Forest Management Framework
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Principles for sustainable Principles for sustainable 
woodfuel production systemswoodfuel production systems

1.1. Institutional capacity existsInstitutional capacity exists
2.2. Biomass removal is included in forest Biomass removal is included in forest 

management plansmanagement plans
3.3. Productive capacities of ecosystems are Productive capacities of ecosystems are 

maintainedmaintained
4.4. Biological diversity is maintainedBiological diversity is maintained
5.5. Systems lead to net reduction Systems lead to net reduction 

in in GHGsGHGs

(Source: www.valeofglamorgan.gov.uk)
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Identification of potential Identification of potential 
environmental issuesenvironmental issues

6 Tables:6 Tables:
SoilsSoils
WaterWater
ProductivityProductivity
BiodiversityBiodiversity
GHG balancesGHG balances
Global and supplyGlobal and supply--
chain issueschain issues

(Source: www.edcnews.se)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
So how do we get there? First, we find out what kinds management impacts could prevent a biomass harvesting operation from adhering to those principles.  

Literature review of likely and possible impacts of intensive harvest for bioenergy

Less focus on six (more work needed here)
I’ve pulled a few examples of issues out of the soils and biodiversity tables for the purposes of this presentation
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Potential impacts of operations on Potential impacts of operations on 
forest biodiversityforest biodiversity

IssuesIssues Contributing activitiesContributing activities

Loss of DWD and dead wood Loss of DWD and dead wood 
needed for survival of some needed for survival of some 
speciesspecies

Removal of dead wood and Removal of dead wood and 
DWDDWD

Changes in forest compositionChanges in forest composition Replacement of natural forests Replacement of natural forests 
with monowith mono--specific plantationsspecific plantations

Species loss due to habitat Species loss due to habitat 
degradationdegradation

Extensive clearingExtensive clearing
Land conversionLand conversion

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
….equally as important as identifying potential impacts is identify potential management techniques to mitigate these impacts…
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Landscape planning to mitigate Landscape planning to mitigate 
biodiversity lossbiodiversity loss

Use landscape analysis techniques to assess Use landscape analysis techniques to assess 
patch size and shape, connectivity, etc.patch size and shape, connectivity, etc.
Create adequate reserves and buffer zones Create adequate reserves and buffer zones 
(riparian, sensitive species)(riparian, sensitive species)

(Source: B Titus)
(Source: www.nature.org)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
What types of habitats are needed for sensitive species that live in and around the management area? Are reserves needed, and if so, what size and shape? How do organisms utilize the landscape, and how can practices best be designed so that landscape ecology is protected?
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Practices to mitigate biodiversity lossPractices to mitigate biodiversity loss

Retain residual treesRetain residual trees
Retain DWD/deadwoodRetain DWD/deadwood
Encourage uneven stand Encourage uneven stand 
structurestructure

(Source: CT Sith)
(Source: www.forestryimages.org)

(Source: home.clara.net)

(Source: www.californiaherps.com)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Seed trees, natural regeneration
Dead trees in the background (both pics)
Looks bad in the beginning but as it regenerates it begins to look like a healthy ecosystem again

Segue: These are just some potential mitigations out of a broad range, that will very from site to site in their applicability and appropriateness.  Providing examples of techniques for mitigation gives a starting point for forest operators wanting to build sustainable biomass harvesting operations, and opens dialogue on what other opportunities exist or could be developed in forest management planning, operations and technological innovation

Providing incentives and guidelines to follow good practices such as these is important to the advancement of sustainable woodfuel production systems, and that’s where PCIV and forest  certification can play a vital role
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Criteria and IndicatorsCriteria and Indicators

Review of 9 major Review of 9 major 
certification systems certification systems 
and processesand processes
Address all identified Address all identified 
issuesissues
MeasurableMeasurable
AdaptableAdaptable

5 principles5 principles
14 criteria14 criteria
45 indicators45 indicators
32 verifiers32 verifiers

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Processes were chosen that reflect differences that exist across the entire globe:  

Pan-European Forest Process on Criteria and Indicators for Sustainable Forest Management; Montreal Process; International Tropical Timber Organization; Tarapoto (Amazon); Near East Process; African Timber Organization; Dry-Zone Africa Proces; Dry forests in Asia; Lepaterique Process of Central America
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Strategies for adoption and Strategies for adoption and 
monitoringmonitoring

2 approaches to encourage participation:2 approaches to encourage participation:
Variable monitoringVariable monitoring

-- Monitoring intensity is Monitoring intensity is 
adjusted according to adjusted according to 
priorities and capacitypriorities and capacity
Tiered certificationTiered certification

-- PreliminaryPreliminary
-- BasicBasic
-- FullFull
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Adaptive Forest Management Adaptive Forest Management 
frameworkframework

(Source: www.for.gov.bc.ca)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Monitoring – that’s where certification fits in.  Requires monitoring, 3rd party audit.

Stakeholder involvement and reporting to stakeholders should come in near the Evaluate stage
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RecommendationsRecommendations

Incorporation of C&I into policy planning Incorporation of C&I into policy planning 
and SFM certification systemsand SFM certification systems
Creation of additional C&I for entire Creation of additional C&I for entire 
bioenergy supplybioenergy supply--chainchain
Continual improvement through research Continual improvement through research 
and AFMand AFM
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Opportunities to engageOpportunities to engage

Currently seeking reviewersCurrently seeking reviewers
All questions, opinions and expertise All questions, opinions and expertise 
welcomewelcome

THANK YOU!THANK YOU!

(Source: Duncan Brimsmead, 2007)
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